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Project Description
The $1.7 billion, I-15 CORE (Corridor Expansion) project by the Utah 
Department of Transportation (UDOT) is the largest construction project 
in Utah history. It consists of the reconstruction and widening of a 24-mile 
stretch of Utah’s main freeway, Interstate 15, from the town of Lehi to 
Spanish Fork, south of Salt Lake City. Designed to meet transportation 
demands through 2030, the project includes a number of bridges and 
interchanges. The 3-year project is scheduled for completion by 
December 2012. 
 
Two lanes are being been added in both directions between Lehi and Spanish Fork. Express lanes are being extended in both 
directions from Orem to Spanish Fork. The entire corridor is being resurfaced with 40-year concrete pavement. Ten freeway 
interchanges are being rebuilt and reconfigured. In all, 59 bridges will be constructed or rebuilt, some widened and some 
just refurbished.

For the I-15 CORE project, Forterra provided bridge girders for 42 precast, prestressed bridges from its Salt Lake City Facility. 
These consist of Utah Bulb Tee (UBT) Section girders in a number of sizes, including 174 UBT 42 girders, 21 UBT 50 girders, 159 
UBT 58 girders, 18 UBT 66 girders, and 59 UBT 74 girders, as well as 18 AASHTO-PCI Type II girders.

“The timely delivery of our girders and our ability to work with the ever-evolving schedule allowed the project to proceed on a 
very aggressive construction schedule,” notes Lee Wegner, Forterra Project Manager. 

As of December 2011, the project was approximately 65% complete and ahead of schedule.

Showcase of innovative techniques

For UDOT, a major element of the huge I-15 CORE project was to take advantage of innovative building systems and techniques, 
accelerated construction concepts, prefabrication technologies and such high performance products as the Forterra girders.

To foster innovation and a faster construction timeline, the project was packaged and is being constructed by an integrated 
design and construction team. UDOT set the budget, schedule and design parameters, but allows the design-build team the 
flexibility of determining how to best meet these goals. Described as an alternate technical concept or ATC, the process allows 
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individual team members to develop innovative concepts, seek UDOT 
approval and include the concepts in the project. 

At the outset, multiple possible concepts were designed and reviewed 
through an iterative process to obtain the most appropriate and cost-effective 
solutions.

UDOT has consistently promoted systems that shorten the bridge 
construction schedule, provide increased workzone safety for construction 
workers and reduce the impact of construction on road users.  As shown in 
the bridge example below, UDOT has also been a leader in the use of movable structure construction. 

Innovations in the I-15 CORE project include:
• Use of large, assembled precast concrete components, including precast bent caps, precast columns and the numerous   
Forterra precast bridge girders.

• Use of full-depth precast deck panels. Another component favored by UDOT is to use full-depth precast concrete deck
 panels rather than cast-in-place decks. Panels are constructed off- site under controlled conditions and come to the site  
 ready for installation, which shortens construction time, reduces worker exposure and reduces traffic interruptions. 

• Use of partial-depth precast panels. These thin, 3-1/2” thick prestressed concrete panels span between the bridge girders  
 and serve as stay-in-place forms for a cast-in-place concrete deck. Prestressing strands in the panels served as the bottom  
 layer of reinforcing steel in the bridge deck.

• Use of a diverging diamond interchange (DDI) on the I-15 and Pioneer Crossing interchange (described below) as an 
 alternative to the common single-point urban interchange (SPUI). Introduced from Europe, the DDI increases capacity and  
 enhances safety within an interchange by eliminating signalized left-turning movements at the interchange ramp access  
 points. This requires a crossover at a signalized point, creating the diverging nature of the interchange.

• Use of GPS positioning. I-15 CORE crews have used a global positioning system to measure grades and elevations, check  
 alignment of lanes, guide equipment and measure thickness for concrete and asphalt paving.

• Use of Self-Propelled Modular Transporters (SPMTs) is another technique touted by UDOT. In fact, UDOT has codified its  
 required procedures for SPMT in a book: “Manual for the  Moving of Utah Bridges Using SPMTs.” 
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Location:  Salt Lake County, Utah
Owner:  UDOT (Utah Dept. of Transportation)
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Modular transporters consist of six- and eight-axle modules linked together, each with a powerful hydraulic jack, to raise the 
bridge spans off temporary supports and carry them to their permanent supports.  For the I-15 CORE project, four bridges were 
built offline and moved into position using huge SPMTs. Two of those bridges carry cross streets over I-15, and two of them are 
mainline interstate bridges. 

Movable bridge technology

A dramatic example of the use of SPMT equipment is the major interchange on Interstate 15 where it connects to the UDOT 
Pioneer Crossing project, a new 6-mile arterial highway serving American Fork, Lehi and Saratoga Springs, Utah.  This 
innovative DDI interchange—part of the separate Pioneer Crossing project—was begun prior to the start of the I-15 CORE 
project but was partially funded by the I-15 CORE bond money.

The interchange consists of twin two-span prestressed concrete girder superstructures replacing an existing four-span bridge 
over I-15. SPMTs were used to minimize the disruption of traffic and enhance worker safety. Each span was built to the side of 
the roadway then moved into place during short, weekend roadway closures. 

The bridge includes nine precast, prestressed concrete bulb-tee girders, each 191 feet, 9-1/2 inches long and 7 feet, 10-1/2 
inches deep; each has a top flange width of 4 feet, 6 inches. Forterra provided the girders for this bridge also.

The Pioneer Crossing interchange construction was only the second DDI in the country. It also accounted for the longest 
and heaviest precast, prestressed concrete span movement by SPMTs in the United States. 

Design-build concepts, precast/prestressed concrete components, European-style interchanges and self-propelled 
transporters—Utah’s I-15 CORE has been and continues to be a hotbed for new and exciting bridge design and construction 
technology.

An in-depth article on the DDI interchange appears in the 
Winter-2011 issue of Aspire™ magazine.
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